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Two very successful outings funded by The 
‘Active Partners Trust Young Peoples’ Fund’, 
which is supported by Sport England, have 
recently been made in the mini bus.  

 One to Go Ape and the other to Sherwood Pines, both 
well-attended. These visits contribute to our objectives 
of maintaining healthy lifestyles with physical activity 
in the great outdoors and at the same time encouraging 
teamwork and enjoying a healthy lunch. Residents 
appreciated the time outdoors after the recent 
restrictions. 
 They were wonderful days out and the team loved the 
tree top adventure. They gave it their all and showed 
good teamwork and they encouraged each other to 
complete the course - they had a really good laugh 
whilst doing it too! 
 A picnic at the end went down well. The attitude of 
the young people was brilliant. And this is what some 
of them had to say about it: 

There are three more outings planned as well as our 
residential visit to Northumberland.  Football has re-
commenced and is also well-attended which is great 
news, and also the garden area that we tend to at the 
Canal Trust is now looking really good after a lot of hard 
work from residents.  

“ ⚫Glad I came! 

⚫It was ace, I would happily go again. 

⚫Wicked, deffo want to go again! 

⚫Really good, 110% will go again! 

⚫Proper good fun 100% would go again! 

⚫It was great to be able to use some  

” 
energy in the fresh air! 
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Resident ‘A’ did amazingly well even with 
being unwell on occasions, there was no 
shortage of enthusiasm and they got the 
work done which was required and took 
part in the projects. ‘A’ contributed to the 
community project by painting and helping 

with the varnishing and grew in confidence throughout 
the twelve weeks and was a pleasure to work with. 

Resident ‘B’ struggled with focus at first but once the 
practical element kicked in was very enthusiastic, 
working well as part of a team and attendance was spot 
on. ‘B’ was rarely late and always had a ‘can do’ 
attitude. It was lovely getting to know ‘B’ and hear 
about some of the personal struggles they had 
encountered. 

Resident ‘C’, well what can I say! The day ‘C’ started 
he was very shy, anxious and did not say much but as 
the weeks progressed really came out of his shell. This 
progression was lovely to see. ‘C’ soon had the 
confidence to take part in practical activities, share 
opinions and become confident travelling to and from 
the setting. ‘C’ really shone, was great at time-keeping 
and got the work completed and did everything that 
was asked. 

Resident ‘D’ was very hard-working when they applied 
themselves, I think that sometimes it was a struggle to 
focus, but did well and completed the required tasks. ‘D’ 
was a great addition to the group, always making the 
team laugh and would help bring the team together. 

Residents gain 
confidence with  
the Prince’s Trust 

• Taking responsibility and making sure they are 
prepared and ready to leave in good time to catch the bus. 

• This is a good life experience to prepare them for the 
next step in getting to work on time. 

• Making new friends.  Due to being homeless young 
people are often suffering from the feeling of isolation, so 
it is a great opportunity to make new friends for the 
future. 

• Learning about different interests or hobbies of other 
young people attending is a great way to change your 
mindset and be willing to learn new things. 

What can be achieved from  
the Prince’s Trust  
Team Programme? 

We are looking forward to another Prince’s Trust 
course which we hope will take place in September 
and we hope that more residents will take part. 

I decided to take part in The Prince’s Trust course 
as I thought it would be good for my future and 
help me to get more motivated. Sometimes I 
needed something to do as the days can get long. I 
met some new people on the first day and made 
friends, which was great. I loved doing the archery 
and playing in teams. I got the hang of it fast. I 
feel I have more potential and can commit to 
things. I did miss a few days and got behind with 
my paperwork, but I was glad that Lisa came into 
The Trust to give me the opportunity to finish it 
all off. I received my certificate, which will 
improve my CV. I have some ideas for my future 
and would like to set up a tree surgery business in 
Newark. Instead of lying in bed now I get up at 
6am to get motivated and I am trying to eat more 
healthy foods. (I have already lost some weight.) I 
am trying to plan my steps and firstly I would like 
to get a driving licence and maybe I could go to 
college and do a course. 

a testimonial from one of the participants 

“ 

” 

As reported in our last newsletter, a few of our 
residents went on a course organised by the 
Prince’s Trust. Lisa, from the Prince’s Trust 
Team Programme, had this to say about those 
who took part… 

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk
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Update — Volunteering funded by 
LNER Community Fund 

We continue to make very good 
use of  the funding from LNER. 

The gardening project at our properties has given the 
residents purpose and focus. Whilst making use of 
practical skills, this is a fantastic activity for our 
residents honing transferable skills whilst at the same 
time improving well-being and lifting the mood!  
 Volunteering is so rewarding – NET young people 
have been volunteering at 
Beaumond House and helping to 
maintain the grounds there as 
well as creating a new herb 
garden. Volunteering in the 
community is the best way to 
help gain confidence and to feel a 
sense of achievement. 
 Supporting Beaumond House 
has meant that our young 
residents have met new people, 
giving them an opportunity to develop their social 
skills. They are engaging with the local community 
and gaining skills to help them into employment and 
improve their CV’s. The work is ongoing for the herb 
garden and the residents are happy to give their time 
to help. We have been busy 
weeding, digging up dead 
plants and clearing the area. 

Two volunteer residents visited the garden area that is 

looked after by the group from NET. It was weeded, 

tidied and looked much better once it was done. 

 Residents enjoyed being out in the sun and 

appreciated looking at the surrounding area. They also 

went down to the river to do a quick bit of weeding. 

On this occasion the weather was very poor with rain 

and wind but they didn't stop once!  

 The little garden looks really good. Resident ‘A’ 

suggested more chippings for next time and is 

becoming very proud of the garden space. 

Gardening and 
Canal Project 

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk
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Kerry Rigby of Bakkavor Desserts, Newark said ‘The 
whole team at Bakkavor has been fundraising since the 
New Year with a 100 Mile Challenge in which 
everyone - young and old and families included - got 
involved. The Newark Emmaus Trust is a local charity 
which is close to our hearts. I am very proud of the 
achievements of the team and pleased that we can help 
NET in this way.’ The 100 mile challenge raised £700.  
 The addition of the funds raised from the 50 
kilometre kayak challenge, undertaken by two of 
Bakkavor’s employees, Tom Byrne and Jonathan 
Wheatley also known as ‘Team Usain Boat’ added over 
£1000 to the funds raised. The sum raised was very 
generously match-funded by group Bakkavor and the 
site employee forum added the extra £148 to make it 
up to a very impressive £3000. 
 Nicola Burley CEO of NET said: ‘We are extremely 
grateful to our intrepid heroes from Bakkavor for 
raising this incredible amount from a very challenging 
feat. Our friends at Bakkavor have always been very 
supportive of us and we are thrilled and delighted that 
they did this on our behalf. The funds raised will go a 
long way in helping us to provide young people with 
the skills they need to become confident enough to live 
independent lives. We cannot thank these two 
colleagues enough. 

Our Heroes at 
Bakkavor 

Above clockwise: Tom Byrne and  
Jonathan Wheatley on the water; 
Bakkavor Employees fund raising 
challenges; the intrepid paddlers. 

The staff  at Bakkavor have been 
amazing, raising funds for NET 
by completing various challenges 

Below: from left to right Rose Elliot and Jonathan Wheatley both from 
Bakkavor Desserts , Louise Rumble, Senior Support Worker at Newark 
Emmaus Trust, Tom Byrne and Chad Boulala again, both from Bakkavor 
Desserts, Newark.   

The NET team worked with two residents to 
decorate their flats. In one flat, two coats of 
magnolia were applied on three walls and the 
ceiling, plus an accent wall in deep jade. The 
residents picked the colours so that it would feel like 
their home. Both were shown the difference between 
makes of paints and which is the best to buy. The 
young people learned how to prepare a room 
properly and did a really great job. ‘A’ was helped 
to paint the chimney breast in his room and bring a 
bit of colour into the space. He was very pleased 
with what he had achieved, he listened well and did 
a good job. 

… and there’s 
Cook Club too! 

Instructions and 
ingredients for chicken 
wraps were supplied and 
from the feedback they 
were very popular - even 
the salad! Good to see 
residents are still keen to 
take part - we are getting 
close to having given out 
500 meals. Residents will 
have learned about health 
and well-being at the 
same time as enjoying 
their food. 

There’s always 
something to do... 

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk
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Sally Gray joins NET as a Support Worker and brings 
a completely different skill-set to the team. Sally has 
many transferable skills and a wealth of knowledge and 
experience: she is NNEB qualified in child care, has 
City and Guilds in Practical Caring and NCC 
Safeguarding Children, she is a Qualified Helmsman 
UK Inland Waterways, enjoys all arts and crafts 
including baking and textiles. 
 In addition to all these qualifications Sally also holds 
a Food and Hygiene certificate, is a scout leader and a 
first aider and on top of all that she is a qualified beauty 
and holistic therapist but is also an experienced floor 
and wall tiler! 
 Sally got married during lockdown and has two 
grown-up daughters and now two grown-up stepsons 
too. Her hobbies are mostly creative as she loves to 
crochet - having recently organised and taken part in a 
local ‘yarnbomb’ over the Easter period for the benefit 
of her local community 

We welcome a 
New Face to the 
NET Team 

This funding allows charities to buy well-being, 
emotional and mental health support items or 
educational, creative resources to promote happiness in 
a time of worry and anxiety. NET purchased baby 
equipment for the parenting properties to ensure that 
the babies and toddlers needs were met. These are 
some of the items we bought: 

⚫ Teepee — this will be added to the NET children’s 
playroom and will be taken outside for summer 
activities 

⚫ Car and booster seats — these will enable us to 
better utilise the minibus for baby and toddler trips 
out. With the ease of lockdown we can take families to 
local parks and soft play facilities. 
 We have trips out planned for Wheelgate Play Park 
and White Post farm, as well as pumpkin picking in 
October for Halloween. The seats will also help 
transport babies and toddlers to swimming lessons 
when these resume. Very few of our parents own a car 
seat as most don’t have regular access to a vehicle or 
simply can’t afford these. 

 This is the first time we have 
applied to the 7 Stars Foundation/Shine Bright. The 
funding has helped us to purchase equipment to 
develop the lives of children living with their parents in 
a homeless project. 
 Without support from funders such as Shine Bright 
we would struggle to provide the equipment that our 
young homeless people need to bring up their children 
safely. Many of our young residents are very vulnerable 
when they come to us and in need of a high level of 
support both practically and emotionally. 
 They are in no position to fund everything they 
require. This help has allowed us to provide those in 
need with vital equipment which will help them to stop 
the cycle of homelessness. Both the staff and current 
residents are extremely grateful for this help and those 
that join us in the future will continue to benefit. 

Shine Bright 
Support for our 
Mums 

Our Finance Manager, Jackie Duers, made a 
successful application on behalf of NET to 
Shine Bright which is part of the 7 Stars 
Foundation, who have been supporting 
charities during the pandemic.  

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk
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In January 2021 our Deputy CEO John Hudson put in 
an application to the Police and Crime Commissioner’s 
Fund and as a result of this NET has received funding 
which will enable us to run a specialised project for 
twelve months working with the vulnerable, homeless, 
young people housed at the Trust. 
 This project will fund an experienced member of staff 
to coordinate the project with the young people for 
eighteen hours a week. The role will support young 
people who are staying with us over a period of twelve 
months. 
 The average time that a young person spends with us 
is six months and we house thirty six young people. 
We therefore estimate that this project will affect 
seventy two at risk young people during the first 
twelve month period of the project. 
 Our co-ordinator will work with other Newark 
Emmaus Trust Staff and the young people and provide 
a programme of diversionary activities which will help 
to prevent anti-social behaviour in the local 
community. The role will address issues that will 
educate and provide new skills. Our experienced team 
will assist to ensure that these activities are delivered. 

 The programme will 
include weekly 
diversionary activities 
such as cooking on a 
budget, healthy eating, 
keeping fit and general 
wellbeing. We have 
access to Tesco Fareshare 
and we work closely with Newark Foodbank who can 
provide us with ingredients which will make this 
section of the project sustainable. 
 Newark Emmaus Trust also has access to a minibus 
which is available to take residents out for a day visit - 
perhaps to an organisation that will further enhance 
the project such as the National Justice Museum and 
City of Caves in Nottingham. There is also an 
opportunity to do further partnership work with local 
community groups in the future.’ 

Our work with the 
Police and Crime 
Commissioner 

Another local business has also 
committed to helping us. The team 
from JES Electrical are really getting 
into the swing of their training for 
the very challenging Tough Mudder 
2021 .They are dedicating their 
efforts and fundraising to the Newark 
Emmaus Trust. 
 We are very grateful for this and 
encourage all our friends to follow 
them on Facebook and of course, to 
donate to their fundraising page: 
https://uk.VirginMoneyGiving.com/
team/JESLtdToughMudder2021.  

We hope to be able to report on their 
experience in the next issue of our 
newsletter. 

JES — Tough Mudder Challenge 

Here we report on our involvement with 
the Community Safety and Violence 
Reduction Fund 2021-2022 

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/team/JESLtdToughMudder2021
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/team/JESLtdToughMudder2021


HOW TO GET IN TOUCH 

37 Northgate, Newark on Trent, NG24 1HD 

t: 01636 612892 

e: info@newarkemmaustrust.co.uk 

     @newarkemmaus 

… and also huge thanks to all of our other current 
funders; the individuals, schools, churches, businesses 
and organisations that have helped us with pro-bono 

support or donations over the past few months. 

Registered charity No. 1017344 Company No. 2783331  

 OUR CURRENT CORE FUNDERS  
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 NET|Newark Emmaus Trust provides 
accommodation, support and training for homeless 
young people aged 16 - 25 including pregnant 
teenagers, young parents and their babies. 

 All accommodation is in Newark and includes 
shared houses for young people of the same 
gender, shared houses for young people of mixed 
gender. 

  All the accommodation is fully-furnished and 
ready to occupy. An agency can refer a young 
person for an interview and the project also takes 
self-referrals.  

 If you need help or know someone that does, 
please contact us by telephone or email. 

 HOW TO SUPPORT US 

If you would like to support us either by fundraising, 
naming us as your charity of the year, providing 
donations or pro-bono help, please contact Nicola 
Burley on 07719 575040. We would love your support 
in helping us to transform lives and help young people 
to live independently. Get involved, the benefits will be 
mutual. 

And finally...  

“ 

Every single member of the team has the 
residents’ interests at the heart of all they do. Our 
regular questionnaires ask many questions about 
our service, our delivery and how they feel under 
our care. 

what do our residents feel about 
their experience at NET? 

The stats in summary: 

Out of 33 residents 100% rated Newark Emmaus Trust 
as good or excellent with 85% rating our support as 
excellent 

Out of 33 residents 97% rated the overall experience as 
above good with 80% as excellent 

” 

The team acts upon the feedback, making 
improvements where possible and the CEO sends out a 
resident newsletter letting them know what is being 
done and so communication and care cascades from the 
top down... as well as the bottom up! We are looking 
forward to implementing a new resident panel in 
September to also help guide the senior team on 
strategy going forward. 

Here is what some of our 
residents had to say: 

⚫The communication is really good at the Trust 

⚫They always listen to what I have to say 

⚫It’s a great place to live, rooms are very homely 

⚫The support received is superb! 

⚫My keyworker always listens and helps with 

any problems I have 

http://www.newarkemmaustrust.org.uk

